
GREEN BAY TITLETOWN
MNF FALL IS HERE
TRASH TALK (NFL WEEK
3)
Hi there lugnuts, it is time for another edition
of Emptywheel’s Famous Trash Talk! I actually
would have started this last night, and
therefore had it up earlier this morning, but
had to go out to dinner and my new iPhone 6S had
been delivered and was waiting when I got home.
So, you know, I had to play with that and get it
set up.

Thing sure is pretty. The experience
deteriorated after unboxing it though.
Apparently many of the early units shipped with
iOS 9 and there is a bug in that OS which cause
many users to have their phones freeze up on
them during the setup process. I was one of
those, and a very frustrated one of those, until
I called AT&T help. A lovely chap named Nate
helped me through the fix, which literally took
about half an hour on the phone guiding me
through it all. Nate was great, and now the
device is functioning beautifully. It really is
a fantastic bit of electronic hardware. Today
(if the tracking is accurate), my wife’s will be
delivered and we will now know what to do for it
too. So, a hassle at first, but pretty wowed by
the product in action.

Okay, Trash Talk came, in one sense, a little
early this week with my early morning post
yesterday on the Patrick Kane alleged rape case
in Buffalo. There are a couple of new
developments. First, the Erie county DA, Frank
Sedita, held a presser yesterday a few hours
after I had posted. I was in court and did not
see it, but here is, to me at least, the key
takeaway via Michael McCann and SI:

Sedita’s revelation was the latest
bizarre development in an investigation
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that now seems less likely than ever to
result in the Chicago Blackhawks
superstar being charged with any crime.

Sedita said that the bag—which had been
identified by the lawyer for Kane’s
accuser as proof that key evidence had
been tampered with—had actually been
given to the accuser’s mother when she
accompanied her daughter to the hospital
to have a rape test performed. She was
the last known person to have the bag,
he said, and it was used to store one of
her daughter’s garments and not the
contents of a rape test kit.

He then showed video to prove that no
bag had ever been used to store the kit
and to verify that the chain of custody
for the evidence has always been secure.

If true, this case is dead. The only question is
whether Sedita himself declines to go further,
or whether he seeks the imprimatur of submitting
it to a grand jury to likely decline to
prosecute. McCann seems to believe it will be
the former. If there is no positive evidence in
the real rape kit, and the chain of custody is
as Sedita has consistently stated from the
start, then he probably should decline
prosecution. Cases without a reasonable
likelihood of conviction should not be brought,
and they all too often are.

Okay, on to the games. F1 is in Suzuka Japan for
the Japanese Grand Prix. Nico Rosberg took pole
last night over Mercedes teammate Hamilton, with
Bottas, Vettel, Massa and Raikkonen of the
Williams and Ferrari teams alternating in P3
through P6. Red Bull’s Daniil Kvyat had a nasty
crash, but seems to be okay. Suzuka is a great
track, this could be a pretty interesting race.

As to the NCAA men, it is such a pitiful week’s
schedule of games that the ESPN Game Day folks
are holding fort in freaking Tucson, where Rich
Rod and Arizona are hosting the UCLA Bruins and



their wonder boy true frosh QB Josh Rosen. And
hot damn! they have Arizona alum and southern
Arizona guy Bob Baffert on the set. Excellent!
UCLA looks to be a far better team. But DANGER
WILL ROBINSON DANGER!this is exactly the kind of
upset that very often happens down in Tucson
when the Cats Bear Down. We shall see, but I
take the Cats. The only other game worth squat
is USC here against the Sun Devils in Tempe at
night on ESPN. I actually have tickets to the
game, but not sure I am going to be able to go.
Neither the Trojans nor ASU appear to be as
solid as was thought before the season started.
I’ll take the Devils, but don’t feel good about
it at all.

As to the Joes in the Pros, well, of course I am
excited about the MNF game between the Chefs and
Packers at Lambeau. Seriously, what is better
than a rematch of Super Bowl 1 played under the
lights on the not yet Frozen Tundra? Doesn’t get
any better than that. The Chefs are going to do
some cooking this year, but not in Mr. Rodgers’
neighborhood. Take the Pack.

Niners are coming to Phoenix, where the
Cardinals are not usually very hospitable. And,
shhhh! don’t tell anyone, but the Cards are
getting close to having a run game. Not there
yet, but getting closer. Bengals at Ravens is a
critical game for the Northern Dirty Birds.
Bengals looks more solid this year, but then
they always do until they don’t (half ass
tribute to the great Yogi Berra there). Falcons
at the Cowboys will be interesting only because
Romo and Dez Bryant are gone. Eagles at Jets
interesting because everybody thought the Iggles
would be 2-0 and the Jets Jets Jets 0-2 right
about now, not the other way around.

Oh well, talk amongst yourselves and, always,
rock and roll. Music this week by my new
favorite band from down under, Boom! Bap! Pow!
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